
Boys Will Be Boys
© Debi Montgomery
Fabric Requirements

When I have a look at this design, I think of all the guys out there on the ball fields (multi-field 
complex) playing their own form of ball. I also think of my hubby and how linear he thinks. 
This is an easy project, we should be pretty fast at assembly and project completion. This 
design is set on point, don’t worry, I will walk you through each step. If you choose to lay it 
“straight” you will have a totally different look… Girly or Boyish, you will love this!

We need five fabrics for this one..WAY outside my “normal” box of three or four at most. You 
will love how these look great together. Let’s start with some clues to solve with your fabric 
choices. To help, I designed with a bold and pale blue, charcoal and black, with a neutral 
thrown in there for fun. This would be a stunner using a monochrome palette. But also 
gorgeous with brights and contrasts. I’m not sure you can go wrong with this one.

The neutrals, pale blue, and charcoal (in my “what I designed with”) all have good space as 
the background. I would keep these three positions with medium to small prints or tone on 
tones. The bold blue can be just about anything from scrappy neons to larger print florals. The 
black is basically just a contrast to “pack a powerful punch”! I would use a VERY DARK solid 
or small print here. If you use browns for your “backgrounds”, I would make this the very 
darkest brown you can find. I will label these BACKGROUND-NEUTRAL, BACKGROUND-
LIGHT/MEDIUM, and BACKGROUND-MEDIUM/DARK. With the VERY DARK and ACCENT 
rounding out our five fabrics.

I’m offering the blocks in two sizes 12” and 15” with four sizes for the finish. You can go 
rectangle or square with each of these sizes. For the fabric requirements, I will give you the 
finish sizes for each. In the assembly clues, I wrote the instructions for 12” and 15” blocks, but 
tell you how many you need for each, depending on your choice here. Because these are on-
point, I can give you a very close estimate on your finished size. These are before any 
borders you may choose, I chose none. The binding is included in the VERY DARK 
requirements. Binding requirements are based on 2-1/2” WOF cuts.

We will be using the tri-recs in the square version. You can choose to use this in the rectangle 
version, but it isn’t in the “original” design. You can design this part however you wish.

I went BOLD on my VERY DARK!! I did this to pull out the butterflies on that gorgeous 
ACCENT fabric. Two of my fabrics are tone on tone or small print, two are solids. The final 
print is a medium to large print multi-coloured floral/butterfly fabric. ANYTHING works!!

See page 2 for the requirements chart.
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Here’s what we need.

Can’t wait to see what you pull for this “manly” quilt. You could make this totally girly with 
unicorns and rainbows if you want!! Just saying it was designed with the guys in mind.

12” rectangle
68” x 85”

12” square
85” square

15” rectangle
85” x 106”

15” square
106” square

BACKGROUND-
NEUTRAL 1-1/2 yards 2-1/4 yards 2-1/4 yards 3 yards

BACKGROUND-
LIGHT/MEDIUM 1-1/2 yards 1-3/4 yards 2-3/4 yards 3-3/4 yards

BACKGROUND-
MEDIUM/DARK 2-1/2 yards 2-3/4 yards 4 yards 4-3/4 yards

VERY DARK 1 yard 1-1/4 yards 1-1/2 yards 1-1/2 yards

ACCENT 1 yard 1-1/4 yards 1-1/4 yards 1-3/4 yards
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